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The Flutterby Quilt Block
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This is a great scrappy block. Have fun experimenting with how
you place darks and lights, but I think the block looks best if you
are consistent with your placement of light and dark fabrics.
To make the block as instructed below, you will need a Creative
Grids Perfect Rectangle Ruler. I strongly recommend you watch
the Creative Grids YouTube video for how to use the ruler
before making this block.
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Please read this document thoroughly before making your block. It is
recommended that you make a test block first to insure accuracy before
cutting blocks for an entire quilt. Use the chart below to determine
what size to cut your patchwork pieces. (For a 6" block, use the
measurements in the highlighted column.)
Sew all pieces together using a 1/4" seam and a 2.0mm stitch.
Your unfinished block should measure 1/2" more than your finished
size. (i.e. For a 6" finished block, your block should measure 6.5" before
sewing it into a quilt or project.)

Cutting Chart:
FINISHED SIZE BLOCK
Pieces
A, B,
C, and F
Cut squares the size
indicated

6"

9"

12"

2 1/2"

3 1/2"

4 1/2"

4 1/2" x at least 3" **

6 1/2" x at least 4" **

9 1/2" x at least 5.25" **

4 1/2" x at least 3" **

6 1/2" x at least 4" **

9 1/2" x at least 5.25" **

A - Cut 1
B - Cut 2
C - Cut 1
F - Cut 1

D
First cut two strips the
size indicated in the table

Subcut 2 Mirror Image*
pieces using the Creative
Grids Ruler

First cut two strips the size
indicated in the table

Subcut 2 Mirror Image*
pieces using the Creative
Grids Ruler

E

* To cut mirror image pieces, place two strips of fabric RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER, then subcut using the ruler. The pieces you cut will be reverse image.
** When cutting multiple blocks, cut WOF (Width of Fabric) strips.

Block Assembly:

4-patch Unit

First make the corner 4-patch unit using pieces A, B and C. Match up
you D and E pieces to sew your DE Rectangle units (Be careful to not
mix you your mirror image pieces!)

DE Rectangle
Unit

Finally, arrange your units and your remaining F square as shown in the
diagram on the right and sew all the units together as a 4-patch.
To find more Quilt Block Patterns like this one,
visit https://scissortailquilting.com/Quilt-Block-Library/
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